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Time : 3 Hours

lnstruction : Answer all questions.
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Max. Marks : 70

(5x2=10)

+u)-'

{"!xt5=15}

PAHT _ A

Answer any five questions :

1. a) Find allthe left cosets of the subgroup H = {0, 2,41ol the group (7u,

b) Find the number of generators of the cyclic group of order 8. a

e)

Show that the sequence {, -- l} is monotonically increasing .*qu"n"5.' tnJ
State Cauchy's root test for the series of positive terms., z

Discusstheconvergence of the series r-1*+-+ *....,.-2 3 4

\o c)

'd)

\c 'i 
1' f) Discuss the continuity of the function f(x) = *ra,alx=2.

g) State Lagrange's mean value theorem.

h) Evaluate lim a'-b' 
,x-+0 X i

PART - B
I

Answer one full question : '

2. a) lf an element'a' of a group G is of order n, then prove that a'= e for some
positive integer m iff n divides m. >*,.4

b) Define affc_lLc_Sloup. Show that the multiplicative group of fourth roots of
r unity ifi-cyclic group generated by < i >. q 'i
{^\r c) State and prove Lagrange's theorem for finite groups.

oR 
p.r.o.
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3. a) Prove that there is one-to-one correspondence between the set of all distinct
right cosets and set of all distinct left cosets"of a subgroup of a group.

b) If G is a cyclic Eroup of order'd'and 'a' i$ a generator, then prove that
an(k < d) is also a generator of G if and only if (k, d) = 1.

c) Prove that a finite group of prime order is cyclic and hence abelian.

PAHT - C

Answer two futl questions : (2x15=30)

4. a) Show that the lirnit of a convergent sequence is unique.

b) Discuss the nature of the sequence {-/"}'t)
c) Testthe convergence ofthe sequences

log(n+1)-logn
i) J,f *r-J,f _r ii) ,i-[,]l ,

oR \'n/

5. a) Prove that a monotonic increasing sequence bounded,above is-convergent.

b) Find the limit of the sequence
..-) {0.3, 0.33, 0.333, ....}. 5 i
J.:

c) Show that the sequence {a"} defined by a., - 1, 3n = tE * a*, is convergent
and converges to 2. \ .. _,:

6. a) Discuss the nature of the geometric series ir' . i
n=0

b) Discuss the convergence of the series ; . *. # +....

c) Find the sum to infinity of tl'(e series : .:+ * JIJ-+.... .6 6.12 6.12.18
OR

; 7" a) State aqQprove Raabe's lest for the series of positive terms. ,"2*

L1 b) Test the convergence of the series *+ *. * +.... 
Li.

L-\ c) Findthesumtoinfinityofthe series i.*.*..':. . " r, - 
"-

/
l7
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PART - D

Answer one full question :

8. a) Show that a function which is continuous irla closed interval attain its bounds.

b) verify Bolle's theorem for f(x) = bs(1{) ,r, fr, ,t.- q
c) Evaluater ., / ' i-'1

v" .. (t 1 \
i) lgl(cosx1/-' t ii) m[f-#] " q

,-}YoR

9. a) State and prove Cauchy's mean value theorem.

b) Discuss the differentiability of

[*' ,in[1], ror x + of(x)=j \x/' atx=0.
Io , forX=o

c) Expand log"(1 + x) upto the terrn containing x4 using Maclaurin's series.
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